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Editorial:
ASUNM's
Spendthrift
Senate
ASUNM's spendthrift Senate
adheres to the old adage of "What's
money for but to spend?" Senate is
entrusted with the difficult job of
appropriating money obtained from
student fees, but they appear to be
doing so with little eye to the future

or the possibility that they just might
run out of funds.
The Board of Educational Finance
{BEF) projected an enrollment
increase of six percent for UNM. The
enrollment, however, is up 15
percent, and the scent of all that extra
money in student fees has apparently
sent Senate on a spending spree.
Senate had $133,059.81 to spend
for the first half of the fiscal
year-until student fees are collected
for second semester. The
$133,059.81 is made up of: $122,436
in student activity fees; $8101 from
the Graduate Student Association
(GSA) for projects funded jointly by
GSA and ASUNM; $2022.81 in the
reserve fund, and $500 from fees paid
by non-full time students who wished
full ASUNM privileges.
$100,693.50 of the $133,059.81
had already been allocated last spring.
The passage of the ASUNM budget
left $32,366.31 in the reserve fund.
As of Oct. 14, however, Senate had
spent $10,571.50 and $21,795.81
was left in the reserve fund. Senate
since has allocated $5998 in the last
two Senate meetings, leaving the
reserve fund with $14,876.81 (which,
as a reminder, is down from the

original figure of $32,366.31 ... )
until student fees are collected for
second semester. Student Senate thus,
in the six weeks since the semester
began, has spent well over half of its
reserve fund.
Now of course, the question
remains 'as to what Senate will find to
do with the rest of the money. They
have only defeated two money bills,
for a total of $1504, since Oct. 14,
while they have spent $5998. The two
bills which were defeated were $504
for the Alumni Association, and
$1000 toward the arrest and
conviction of anyone perpetrating a
bomb threat on the UNM campus.
And Finance Committee, which
gives money recommendaitons to
Seante, is currently facing requests
totaling over $9500. If the $9500 is
allocated, it would leave Senate with
approximately $5376.81 in the
reserve fund . . . hardly enough for
another major allocation or a rainy
day. And, while one is examining
Senate's spendthrift habits, one
should also keep in mind that the
$7183 in withdrawn bills could be
reintroduced before second semester
begins.
It has become apparent that Senate

McGovern Rap Session 'Proves Fruitful'
Senator Fields Questions on Nixon Peace Proposal, Red China
By MICHAEL BLAKE
News Opinion

must curb its unhealthy spending, for
unlike the United States which can
pretend it owes money to its
constituents, ASUNM cannot
overspend. When the money is gone, it
is gone, and ASUNM next year will
have to pay all unpaid bills left over
from this year. Pressure must be
brought to bear on Senate, for when
Senate overspends, it hurts no one but
us the students who elected Senate in
the' first place.
Sarah Laidlaw
Sue Major

The senator from the farmlands
of South Dakota looked like a
man ready to run for the highest
office in the land. Impeccably
dressed and surrounded by small
fry political pilotfish George
McGovern weaved his way toward
the Union ballroom podium
Friday afternoon to partake in a
"rap-session" with UNM students.
What transpired could hardly
be called a "rap-session" but it did
prove to be a somewhat fruitful

question and answer period lasting
just over an hour.
The applause McGovern heard
from the surprising crowd (the
ballroom literally overflowed) on
his entrance was warm but not
wildly enthusiastic and probably
reflected approval of McGovern's
long and consistently liberal
voting record. For years
McGovern has defended liberal
causes in Congress and many
students tend to look on him as a
fellow traveler in the struggle to
end the war in Southeast Asia.
Like McGovern, students have
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also been called traitor, so the
proceedings were congenial.
Of course, radical elements
tend to view McGovern as
well-meaning but tactically
ineffective in solving the country's
problems. But the 48 - year · old
legislator undercut those who
pressed him by speaking frankly,
freshly and seemingly from the
shoulder. This approach settled no
controversies but did preclude
evasiveness, usually the
unmistakable stamp of a
politician.
A sampling of McGovern's
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responses' follows:
On Nixon's latest proposal for
peace McGovern felt the President
had made his best showing to date
but "the one thing (missing) is
agreeing on a definite date when
every man will be withdrawn lock,
stock and barrel,"
McGovern dismissed reports of
a new Soviet military build-up as
no more than a ploy to justify
U.S. buildups. "I think it's
repetitious," he said, referring to
the almost perennial reports of
Soviet military moves.'"Somehow
we always get reports of a Soviet
buildup when a similar buildup of
our own is under consideration."
On Red China McGovern said,
"I think .the Canadians made a
sensible decision (Canada recently
established diplomatic relations
with mainland China and is
lobbying for the country's
admission to the United Nations)
and I think we should move in
that direction.'' McGovern said
the United States should be
ex changing food, travel and
culture with Mao Tse Tung's
People's Republic.
The afternoon's most dynamic
applause occurred when
McGovern reiterated his
"unequivocal support" for the
proposal that would return the
Blue Lake area to Taos Pueblo.
McGovern closed by inviting
everyone to the Civic Auditorium
for a Democratic conclave
designed to plug state candidates
and honor longtime New Mexican
Sen. Clinton Anderson. McGovern
said he would "expand" on some
of his "rap-session" statements at
the rally but his remarks later in
the evening consisted almost
exclusively of political pats · on -
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the· back for New Mexico
Democrats.
McGovern had been called into
New Mexico to boost some
sagging Democratic campaigns and
he fulfilled his purpose, calling for
the election of all Democrats and
especially Fabian Chavez and
Harold Runnels, both trailing
badly in races for the House of
Representatives,
Almost as a footnote McGovern
addressed himself to the
"shamefulness" of hunger in the
United States, the "wastefulness"
of Nixon's ABM system and the
war. "I want to conclude," ·he
said, "by pleading that o.ur
country stop killing Asians and
start healing our own domestic
wounds, I · would hope this
country comes home from a
regime (Saigon's government) that
doesn't have the respect of its
own people."
After the long trail of speeches
was over, McGovern was asked by
The Lobo how he could endorse
Harold Runnels, a man who has
advocated the bombing of Hanoi.
McGovem seemed shocked and
said, "I was told he was a good
liberal Democrat-! didn't know
that." It is doubtful McGovern
knew anything of Runnels'
political affiliations but the
incident points up a somewhat
serious threat to any aspirations
he may have for the presidencx.
McGovern is still a loyal party
member and as a result is forced
to share his political bed with men
like Harold Runnels. Students will
certainly be a factor in his
campaign plans for 1972 but
McGovern will have to be wary of
the pitfalls of guilt by association
if he is to be effective in
mobilizing student support.
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Good Orchestra
To the Editor:
UNM is not, despite its pretensions,
a major university. In many respects it
is quite mediocre. But it has a few
authentic treasures, as I was reminded
once again when I heard Maestro
Frederick, Lillian Fuchs and the UNM
Symphony Orchestra on Friday
evening.
Before coming to Albuquerque in
1966 I had done all my concertizing in
Philadelphia, New York, Boston and
London. You can image my
high-nosed disdain four years ago
when I walked into our concert hall
for my first UNM Symphony Concert.
Two hours later I was a joyful convert
to Maestro Frederick's meticulous,
sensitive and thoroughly professional
musicianship.
I find myself just as enthusiastic
now as I was then. Last Friday's
program could not have been better.
The orchestra recapitulated most of
Western musical history, from the
Telemann viola concerto to the
nostalgic romanticism of Berlioz'
''Harold in Italy" to a modern
tone-poem by Alan Hovhaness. Each
work was performed with striking
virtuosity by a student orchestra
drawn almost entirely from citizens of
New Mexico. Bravo! Bravo! Bravo!
While I am in this mellow mood, let
me also congratulate Sarah Laidlaw
and her staff for what promises to be
the best year in the history of The
Lobo. Almost every issue is meaty,
nutritious and well-balanced.
I particularly appreciated last
Thursday's editorial by Laidlaw
reminding ·us of the continuing
carnage in Indochina, in spite of all
the excremental gibberish of the
orators of both parties this fall. Lest
we forget, 0 Lord, lest we forget.
W. Warren Wagar
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Lihn Requests
Senate Injunction
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An injunction request to prevent Sena't.,' from
meeting until an election is held may be cont0sted
~ tonight at a Student Court hearing on the grounds
l~ that without a Senate no Election Code can be drawn

n

= U Speaker's Series
~ Features Anarchist
~
In Tuesday Lecture
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control over the presentation they
would not allow their equipment to
be used. Therefore, a camera was
borrowed from tho audio-visual
department and the cameraman is a
graduate student from the psychology
department.
My purposes in questioning this
arrangement were: 1) Because I
suspected the reason for taping the
second two lectures was to free Price
to either work on his foundation grant
or to work with eight or 10 graduate
students. The order of priority
seemed to indicate that the 1200
undergraduates who were subjected
to the TV lectures were last to be
By MIRIAM McCAFFREY
This Bema is being written because considered. 2) Having had
some students and faculty have professional experience in the
expressed interest 'in my comments audio-visual field', I was appalled by
previously published in The Lobo the technique being used.
Dr. Frank Logan, chairman of the
about the teaching method being used ·
in classes of psychology 101 which psychology department, thought I
has an enrollment of 1800 students.. was being premature in making a
. In this class, Dr. Louis Price deltvers judgment about the quality of the
a single lecture to the first class of 600 tapes. He said their department was
which is video taped for the next two conducting a "teaching experiment"
sections. This is done by placing one in taping the lectures. He thought
camera in the anthro lecture hall and they, as psychologists, were
"rolling it." While the tape plays, eminently better qualified than I to
Price leaves the room .for one hour and judge teaching techniques.
One does not have to be an
then returns for the last 15 minutes of
audio-visual expert or a psychologist
the period to answer questions.
.
to
know that this "experiment" is far
The facilities of KNME-TV are not
being used because the psychology from successful. Since I saw Logan,
department wan ted to achieve we have had nine more taped lectures.
"spontaneity" by taping a lecture as if My opinion about their quality and
it was given to a live audience. KNME effectiveness has not changed. Both
said that unless they had full technical sound and picture are fuzzy, and
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consider able trouble has been
experienced with the tapes. There is
no evidence of the desired
"spontaneity," and certainly more
problems have been created by taping
the lectures outside a studio. We will
probably learn some psychology-but
in spite of the TV tapes.
I would like to invite Vice President
for Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead, Logan and Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences
Nathaniel Wollman to leave their
ivory towers, walk across campus and
sit in on one of these TV lectures.
Surely they could never think what is
going on is a good "teaching
technique."
I fully understand the dilemma of
' the University which is faced with a
tremendous increase in enrollment
without matching funds for added
faculty. Members of the
administration say that because of
this, TV classes must be used even
more extensively in the future.
It seems to me that it is incumbent
upon the University to recognize this
problem now and explore every
possible way to improve m~thods of
TV presentation. This should include
production techniques, rooms for
proper reception, size of screens and
so on. Surely the expertise is available
from our faculty. There is no room
here for interdepartmental
d ifferenc os of opinion a bout
techniques. The students deserve
something better.

~ T!~~~~e~i~~r ~~:.~i~~~~cJ~~~kw~~~~~~~~u~~~~ ~

by
c Sullivan and former senator Lou Storm on the
~ grounds that full membership of Senate is 20 people
"' and since six have resigned "Senate is no longer duly
~ constituted to function as a representative body."
:;;
The three plaintiffs also aslmd Student Court to
~-~ direct ASUNM to hold a special election to fill 1?
.. c
Senate seats as soon as a new Elections Code IS
~ completed. Normally, general elections for 10 Senate
~ seats are held between the tenth and thirteenth week
a of the semester.
I . However, an injunction filed Oct. 13 is presently in
~ effect against all ASUNM elections until "Senate
f!l legislates the procedures and regulations governing all
~ student elections," and a group of senators plans to
~ contest the injunction request "for at least one week
~ to work on the Election Code," said Sen. Jeff Taylor.
~ He also said Senate needs to concur with presidential
appointments to student and student-faculty
~ committees as soon as possible.
~
The present Election Code and the ASUNM
!! Constitution conflict in several areas. The
El Constitution requires candidates to submit
I nominating petitions two weeks prior to the election,
!;\l but it also states a special election must be called
I within two w.eeks of the resignatio. ns of four senators.
~ In addition, the Election Code requires that Senate
&a notify t~e El~ction c_ommission in advance of an
election mvolvmg candidates.
'l'he injunction against all ASUNM elections arose
from an earlier injunction against a special election
~ called to fill the first four Senate vacancies. The
Ei ASUNM Constitution provides that a special election
~ must be called within two weeks when four or more
~~ Senate vacancies occur, but because of the Oct. 12
p' injunction no elections have been held yet.
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Karl Hess, self-proclaimed anarchist who
helped mastermind the Barry Goldwater
campaign for the presidency in 1964, will
speak at Popejoy Hall Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Hess is the second in the ASUNM
speaker's series. This talk is free to UNM
students, faculty and staff, $1 for non-UNM
students and $1.50 for all others. He will
speak on "From Establishment to
Anarchy-Why?"
In 1964 Hess was the major writer for
Goldwater during his unsuccessful campaign
for the White House. Hess is credited with
one of Goldwater's best remembered quotes,
"Extremism in the defense of liberty is not
vice; moderation in the pursuit of justice is
no virtue."
Today Hess condemns the "repression of
dissent" in this country and American
intervention in Vietnam. A founding
associate of the journal of conservative
opinion, National Review. Hess is now a
contributing editor of Ramparts Magazine
and a Visiting Fellow of the Institute for
Policy 'studies, in Washington, where he
conducts seminars of interest in common to
the libertarian right CJ.nd the New Left.
Hess says his experiences since the 1964
campaign, and, some say, his inability to get
a job with any Republican group because of
Goldwater's humiliating loss, have converted
him to anarchy. He refuses to pay income
taxes and, subsequently owns no property.
At one time Hess directed special projects
for the American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research, a "think tank"
source for much of the top-level strategy of
the Nixon admh1istration.
Hess was author, co-author or editor of
eight books ranging in interest from political
warfare to natural history. He is now

Lll.

Hess
completing an analysis of his own anarchist
political theory, and working on books
about the basis for active resistance to
government and his own personal political
conversion.
Chairman of the Speakers Committee Don
Lindsley is presently negotiating to include
Bernadette Devlin in the program schedule.
On the series for Nov. 10 is Cleofes Vigil,,
Chicano landowner and member of the
Alianza. Also scheduled are Max Rafferty
Feb. 15 and Nathan Hare March 7.
Lindsley said he 'is trying to expand the
scope of the speaker's series. The committee
is also planning a seminar on the commune
people and community conflict in Taos.
"Taos, like Haight Asbury, is an historical
happening,' 1 Lindsley declared.
Negotiations are also underway with
Attorney General John Mitchell, Supreme
Court Justice William Douglas, Secretary of
Interior Walter Hickel and New Mexican
au thor Scott Momaday, Lindsley
announced.
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Voters Will Approve/Reject Proposal

News

City Ponders Fluoridation Issue

I

·
· t h en·
· wa t·er. t o a ffec t liver
system
and
(Editor's Note: Albuquerque fluonde
m
k . 't cardiovascular
He charged the
PHS had
1
voters will be asked to ap~r?':e or teeth dev~lopment. Anot?~r. ~770 ;a~l:~n. to . weigh reports of
reject a proposal to artifwtally commumbes have artifiCta!ly
f
. bl id . ffects
fluoridate the city water supply fluoridated water, so that a t~tal un avora e s . e e
·
By United Press International
on the Nov. 3 general election of 88 million Americans dnnk
Lear reviewed new evidence of
ballot. The following is the first of fluoridated water. Seven states fluoridation's possible danger in
two articles which looks at the require fhJOridation by law.
the March 1, 1969 issue. A study
controvery surrounding the issue.)
The optimum fluod de of patients in the Ottawa, Canada,
By ROBERT SMITH
concentration is generally given ~s General Hospital using artificial
DETROIT-15 persons who barricaded themselves in a house,
Albuquerque voters will again 1 part per million (ppm), but 1t kidney machines found previously
described as a Black Panthers Headquarters, for eight hours following be asked in the Nov. 3 general varies according to a community's healthy bones became diseased
the fatal shooting of a Detroit policeman were charged Sunday with election todecidethequestionof average daily maximum within one year. Fluoride is
first-degree murder and conspiracy to commit murder.
the city's water temperat;ll'e, The optimuJ?l ordinarily removed from the
At the same time, the great restraint used to handle a situation that supply, The fh·st time the issue concentratiOn for Albuquerque 1s blood by the kidneys, but the
could have been "a holocaust. . . 1967 again and more" was came to a vote in 1968 it was determined from PHS tables to be machines were putting fluoride
commended by city and state officials who grimly remembe1· the riot rejected 8055 to'7676.
'
0.9 ppm, with control limits of from the water into the blood.
here three years ago.
The New Mexico Safe Water 0.7 and 1.2 ppm.
The only other way the body
•· The trouble began Saturday evening when two policemen tried to A s s o c i a t ion ( N M S W A ) ,
A NMSWA leaflet giyes the could get the fluoride out of the
break up the sale of Black Panther literature. Police said the sidewalk instrumental in defeating the 1967 average concentrat1on for blood was to deposit it in the
was being blocked and persons were refused passage unless they took proposal then, is opposing Alb~q uerque as ~-~ ppm, bones. The study led to
the literature. A scuffle followed and the officers called for help.
fluoridation again this year.
obtamed from the CJty s water installation of filters on artificial
One of the cars responding brought Patrolman Marshall Emerson and
Dolores Boehing secretary of division, but a "fluoridation kidney machines in hospitals using
a colleague to the scene. Emerson was shot in the hand, treated at the association, ~xplained her feasibility report" prepared by the fluoridated water.
a hospital and released.
objections. "I believe it's a water division gives the ave1·age
The 15 persons then barricaded themselves in a nearby house. As violation of my right to choose for that year as 0.67 ppm. I?
Cripple Bodies
officers arrived to isolate the area, police said a gun blast from the my own medication, and I believe either case the average . IS
In concluding, Lear asked if
house struck Patrolman Glenn Smith in the head. He was dead on a Jot of the Public Health Service's meaningless, because the City fluoridated water "can reasonably
arrival at Detroit General Hospital.
(PHS) statements are misleading." draws water from 18 wells, whi~h
be expected to cripple the bodies
Pointing to a brochure containing v a r y
w id eI y
i n the 1 r
of severe kidney disease victims
statements from several doctors concentrations.
who drink the water daily for 10
and dentists opposed to
Wells Fluoridated
to 12 yeat·s."
fluoridation
she added, "My
Three wells, all west of the Rio
Mortimer said the only way this
NEW YORK-Sen. Charles E. Goodell, R·N.Y., repudiated by Vice contention ls that if there's this G r a n d e , h ave f I u or ide
bone
damage could occur would
President Spiro T. Agnew and running behind in the polls, said Sunday much controvery it shouldn't be concentrations of 1.05, 1.15 and
be
in
a
person whose kidneys fail
he will remain in the New York Senate race and will not let anyone run forced on us."
1. 23 ppm according to water
to concentrate the urine, causing
him out of the Republican party.
Personal Rights
division figures for 1967. Four him to drink unusually large
"I have stood for election to the U.S. Senate and I shall continue to
The NMSWA opposes wells range between 0.7 and 1.0 amounts of water to compensate
stand for election to the U.S. Senate," Goodell said in' a televised fluoridation on grounds of safety ppm, with the remaining 11 wells
for what is lost. The only case he
speech. "I think I can win."
and personal rights, but does not considerably lower than 0.7 ppm.
has heard of where they may have
Goodell said earlier in the day his television address would be seriously contest the stated If fluoridation is approved, all
happened
was that of a man in his
"extremely important" setting off speculation that he might withdraw success of fluoridation in reducing wells will be brought up to 0.9
60's who died of a kidney
from the three-way race as the only chance of defeating White House dental caries (cavities). Edward ppm. 'l'he three above that level
ailment. He lived in a hot climate
favorite James L. Buckley, the Conservative party candidate.
Mortimer Jr., chairman of the would not be affected.
and had to drink 10 quarts of
Goodell said some had suggested he withdraw and support someone UNM Medical School's pediatrics
Mortimer said no reduction of water a day, which had a natural
else, but he said he would not because "I've been a Republican all my department, said water caries occurs with concentrations
life."
fluoride concentration of 3 ppm.
fluoridated at a concentration of below 0.6 ppm. Exceeding the An
examination after death
one part fluoride to a million optimum level brings no further showed some spinal arthritis
When the Interstate highway
parts water reduces cavities by 60 reduction beyond 60 percent.
system is completed in the late
which might have resulted from
percent.
The NMSWA has collected his high fluoride intake.
1970s the total cost is estimated
Roger 0. Egeberg, assistant charges that fluoridation is unsafe
at $70 billion. But the American
A 1958 PHS study compared
secretary
for health and scientific from various sources, one being
Automobile Association points
bones from 37 subjects who had
affairs of the Department of John Lear, science editor of the
out that total user benefits will be
lived 10 years or more in areas
Health,
Education and Welfare Saturday Review. In January,
about $107 billion. This financial
Try Our GRINDERS - Fine
naturally
fluoridated consumed
bonanza to motorists arises (HEW), said in the June, 1970 1964 he termed it "a potential water with less than 0.5 ppm
ltaflaR S<JRdWIGhes
1110 Harvard S .E.
243-6369
chiefly from savings in driving and Today's Health, "Our unmet threat to the health of an
dental needs are beyond the undetermined number of fluoride for the same period. Its
accident costs.
conclusion stated, "The
nation's private and public individuals ... " because almost
microscopic
examinations showed
budgets to finan·ce. Yet, as things nothing was known about its
All Jewelry Prices Reduced
no
significant
differences between
are now, treatment cannot catch side-effects in other parts of the
the
fluoride-exposed
group and
lnd1"an Rings-tt. off
Leather Gooda-~~ off
up with the needs, and the needs body and in victims of metabolic
•
Swedwh Frinuo Bans :ZO% off
the
control
group
that
could be
grow relentlessly."
disorders-diseases of the kidney,
v Moccasins
Indian Beads
13 Types ot Headbands
to
fluoride
intake."
related
Egeberg
cited
a
study
of
Head
Chrwtmas Specials & Layaway Plan
Start children in California. The
SONNY'S INDIAN VILLAGE
average cost of dental treatment
9517 Central N.E. (oppoMtc Terrace Drivc·ln)
for a child in the fluoridated cities
WA SHINGTON-(UPJ)-Prime Ministl'r Palme of Sweden said
of San Francisco and Vallejo was
$26.35 and $37.77. In Sunday the Vietnam War is a civil war-not an aggression by the North
Ill~ 41i19M
against the South-and the sooner the United States recognhws !his, !Iw
unfluoridated Berkeley and the sooner
peace will come.
~~~aern~
San Joaquin valley the average
"I have always seen this as a continuation of a war of lilwmtion
cost was $70.01 and $85.58.
against a colonial regim!•, as the war in Vil'!nam, Hou!h ViPiuam
88 1\Iillion
Dentist James M. Dunning, in primarily, as a civil war against the I'c•gim1• llwrc> ami no! a!. :m acl. of
the Jan. 7 and H, 1965 Nl'w aggression," said Palmi.',
" ... and I think if this is rPcogniz1•d, I lhink I hal n pl'acc• sPiflPmc•nf
England Journal of Medicine, said
that
sould recognize the l"l(ilimate rights of !lw ViPinamPM' ;.houlu no!
99 percent of the U.S. population
be difficult."
shows some evidence of caries
Palme spoke in a television interview, ABC's h:ilii'S and An;,w!'l's.
upon reaching adulthood. In 196,1
After criticizing the United Stalt•s for inl!'rvPning mili!;trily in
the Massachusetts Department of
Cambodia, Palme was asked about warnings from ho!h <'amhodia and
Public Health found the average
Laos that North Vil'tnamese communi~ts wc•n• lhrPalPninl( llll'ir
14·year·old in that state had
already lost one tooth because of national independence.
Palme replied that conflicts in both countries wcrp "hasil'ally civil
caries, had four teeth filled and
wars, but there is a Cl'rtain influx from North ViPlnam, I haV<• JWWr
seven others in need of filling.
denied."
This constituted damage to almost
The 1968 Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia and tlw U.S. military
half the child's permanent teeth.
Egeberg said 2630 American sweep into Cambodia, said Palme, were similat. "Nam<•ly, that a !{rea!.
communities have enough natural super power sent in to dispose of part or the whole lPrritory of this
small nation without the explicit const>ni of that small nation."

15 Black Panthers Arrested

fluorid~ting
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Goodell Will 'Stay Republican'
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When the new Governor takes office in January,
he will be confronted immediately with
hundreds of pressing and important decisions.
Without experience for the job, he's apt to

make costly mistakes and immature judgments.
With Bruce King, who has served five terms as
legislator, and three terms as Speaker of the House,
your tax dollars will not be wasted on costly mistakes.

Vietnam Conflict Called Civil War
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Baylor Cassette
Recorder/Player
AGreat Buy! Only

$2995

unwanted

• Records or
plays tapes
• Solid state
circuitry
• Uses battery
or electricity
• Lightweight,
compact
• Includes remote
mike, AC adapter

Pregnancyfll

NO INTEREST OR
CARRYING CHARGE
WHILE IN LAYAWAY

OPENAZALES
CUSTOM CHARGE

ZALES®
JIWIUI'I.I

You don't have to be rich
to be happy.

Student Account.s Invited
Downtown 318 Central SW
Five Points Shopping Center
Open l 0 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Winrock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily

If you need an Abortion or lmow
someone who does, the new
California Therapeutic Abortion
Act now makes this possible legally, safely, immediately!
We are a humane,
compassionate Counseling
service with facilities to obtain
legal termination of pregnancies
tor qualified patients, at most
reasonable prices. All cases
attended by only the most
reputable physicians, in fully
accredited hospitals.
AT LAST, life-saving solution to an age-old problem is

24-HOUR

PHONE:657•6930:

PREGNANCY TERMINATION COUNSELING SERVICE
854 S. Robertson, Los Angeles, Calif. 90035

ELECT
BRUCE KING
NOV.3rd

This is really a very hil;toric
occasion for this hour ... this is
the biggest dhuwr that IHw hc'!'ll
held in tlw White House silll'l' !.his
administration cam<• to
offiec• ·Richard Nixon, upon !:he
occasion of a 1!)G!l Thanksgiving
Dinner fot· Sc•ninr C:iti:.~ens.
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Schoenbrun Examirtes UN Problems

I CAMPUS BRKEF§ I

Expert Berates Powers for Nuclear Stockpiling
A former CBS fOl'eign affairs million were admitted to the UN
analyst called for the admission of it "would not be expected to be
Red China to the United Nations peace-loving, any more
(UN) and berated the great peace-loving than Russia or the
powers for maintaining an overkill United States," Schoenbrun told
nuclear weapons capacity in a some 500 persons attending the
speech in honot· of the 25th annual banquet of the
anniversary of the UN.
Albuquerque Chapter of the UN
David Schoenbrun, now an Association.
internal affairs lecturer at
"The UN is not a gentlemen's
Columbia University, spoke club, if it were a gentlemen's club
Friday on the UN's major there would be no members."
problems and highlighted UN
Tracing the post-WWII situation
action since his involvement in that led to Nationalist China's
service as a delegate to the UN seating on the powerful Security
charter drafting convention in San Council, Schoenbrun launched an
Francisco in 1945.
attack on the diplomatic policy of
• "The world has a right to have ignoring Red China.
the most populous nation of the
"Americans have been told for
world-China-as a member of the years there is no China, or there is
United Nations," he said.
a China and it is in Formosa.
If that country of some 800 There is a China, and do you
know where they located it? In
China."
Schoenbrun, although lauding
UN peace-keeping efforts in the
Congo and the works of the
scientific and educational
''alphabetical organizations,"
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Linguistics

Com\ng

Philip Bock, anthropology
professor, will speak on
"Linguistics and Formal Content
of Ethnography" at a linguistics
seminar at 7:30 p.m. in
anthropology 141.
_-·-=

~

Schoenbrun, was introduced by
Tom Popejoy, former president of
UNM. Honorees at the annual
banquet were past presidents of
the local UN group.
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Need Party Pictures?
Call UNM Photo Service
1820 las Lomas Rd. N.E. 277-5743

Under
Management
watch for
GRAND
OPENING

Washington, D.C. trick or
treaters, who stop at 1600
Pennsylvania Ave., won't find the
President of the United States at
home. Instead, Richard Nixon will
be in Albuquerque, campaigning
for Republican senatorial hopeful
Anderson Carter.
The presidential visit, which
had been rumored for months,
was confirmed Friday by a White
House spokesman. It comes only
three days before the Nov. 3
general election.
Presidential political advisor
Murray Chotiner said details of
the trip are not definite, but
preliminary indications point to a
2 p.m. Sunport arrival for Air
Force One.
Albuquerque will be one of 30
barnstorming stops by Nixon
during October.
Republicans, facing a
Democratic majority in the
Senate, have pinpointed the upper
chamber as their target for
majority rule in 1970.
Carter said the announcement
of Nixon's visit to New Mexico
"underscroes the importance of
this state" to the Republican
cause. He continued, "He (Nixon)

badly needs a Congress that
cooperates to achieve the progress
America needs in the seven ties."
Nixon last visited the city on
Nov. 5, 1965, when he addressed
a dinner meeting of the Western
Regional Republican Conference
at the Civic Auditorium. At that
time, Nixon was setting the
groundwork for his successful
presidential campaign in 1968.
The President is expected to
make a short address upon his
arrival, but the location for the
rally has not been set. Civic
Auditorium has been reserved for
the annual Press Club Gridiron
Banquet the same day.
There is a possibility that the
President will speak in 15,000-seat
University Arena. The Arena was
suggested for use by Vice
President Spiro Agnew when he
visited the city last month, but
Secret Service agents refused to
let Agnew talk there.
Gov. David F. Cargo had sent a
wire to Nixon a week ago,
requesting the President to come
to New Mexico to campaign for
Republican candidates.
Cargo was notified Friday by
Chotiner of the impending visit.

Popejoy
Tnr-:

Hall

Power
230;
11:30 p.m.
College of Nursing; Union, room
253; 1 p.m.
Blood Bank Committee; Union,
room 231-A; 3:30p.m.
La Societe du Cinema; Union
theater; 3:30, 7 & 9 p.m.
Town Club Pledges; Union, room
253; 6:30p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Union, room 253;
7p,m.
Student Standards Committee;
Union, room 230; 7 p.m.
3 HO; Union, room 250-B; 7 p.m.
Young Dcmocntls; Union, room
231·E: 8 p.m.
Esta Nochc Tcatro; Popejoy Hall;
8:15 p.m.; general admission $2,
students, $1.50

RestauRant

LA CABEZA DEL BAUTISTA
LA ROSA DE PAPEL
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Monday, Oct. 2
Cells; Union, room

DIRECT FROM MADRID

in Spanish

We cash Student Checks For Cash
243·4446.- Corner of Central & Yale
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Two plays by Ramon del Valle-Inchan

DELIVERY

Calling U
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MIDNIGHT~FREE
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Chotiner told the governor's
office "the President had
requested that Cargo be called and
informed about the visit to
Albuquerque. The President
requested that thl' governor meet
him at the airport an,d accompany
him to Civic Auditorium."
Cargo said, "I am delighted
President Nixon will be in
Albuquerque to boost
Republicans seeking office in New
Mexico. I am sure in his speech
the President will give us a
meaningful discussion on foreign
policy and other issues that are
vital to all of us today."

CULTURAL PROGRAM: COMMITIEE

AND Trm Dr,PARTMENT OF LANGUAGt·:s

OPEN UNTIL

Intercultural Teaching

UNM will be host for a
The Black Student Union,
Afro-American Studies Program Conference on Utilizing Regional
and Omega Psi Phi fraternity have and Latin American Intercultural
opened a Thanksgiving Food Resources for the Improvement of
Drive for needy people in Teacher Education, to be held
Albuquerque.
Nov. 12-14 at the Hilton Hotel in
Food can be dropped off at the Albuquerque.
Afro-American Culture Center,
The conference, which is a
1812 Las Lomas NE, on campus. co operative activity of the
Non-perishables such as canned American Association of Colleges
foods and foods that do not need for Teacher Education and UNM,
refrigeration are being asked by will include consideration of goals
the groups.
of international education in
All donations should be given teacher education at the
to the center before Nov. 20 so undergraduate level and in the
sorting and distribution of food public schools, and discussion of
can be completed before the role of field experience abroad
Thanksgiving Day. The groups are for prospective teachers.
The conference will focus on
asking assistance from food stores,
private citizens and other black the improvement of teacher
education, increasing teachers'
organizations..
People who know of a needy knowledge, and improving
family should contact committee teachers' attitudes with respect to
chairman Roosevelt Williams at intercultural and international
842-8983 or the Afro-American education.
Among the speakers will be
Stud.ies Program at 277-3433.
Other UNM students working Francis N. Hamblin, vice president
on the projects are Angela Juzang, of the International Council on
Wand Vaughn, Cassandra Lee, Education for Teaching, and
Harvey Keepler, Charles Jones, pt·esident-elect of Lock Haven
State College, Pa.
Floyd Miller and Cleo Young.
Persons wishing more
information on the conference
may contact Richard E.
Cosmic Awareness
Lawrence,
dean of the College of
Two underground films,
"Nirvana" and "We, Me, God," Education.
will be shown at the class meeting
Young Demos
of the "Cosmic Awareness and
The UNM Young Democrats
Creativity" group. The films' will meet tonight at 8 in room
makers will be at the meeting to 250-B, Union to discuss the
talk about their work. The class up-coming elections and the
will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in possibility of mute elections on
education 205.
the campus before the elections.

Nixon Will Visit NM for Halloween

.l
f

Food Drive

credited many of the charges of
failure of the organization to the
great powers.
"Those entrusted with the
charter have not fulfilled it. There
is no nation that has not broken
the charter's provisions. It has not
failed, the only thing to say is, we
have failed."
It is time United States officials
realized "the UN Charter is the
law of the land just as is any
foreign affairs treaty."
"On the very day of the UN
anniversary the United States, the
U.S.S.R. and China all conducted
atomic bomb tests."
"The United States has 20,000
nuclear weapons, Soviet Russia
has 15,000. So hurrah for us,
we're ahead! Survival is not a
game of basketball," he said,
citing deformities in Japanese
children being born today caused
by radiation after-effects of the
WW II atom bombings.
"The nation state cannot solve
its own problems, let alone the
problems of co-existence. The
question is what price national
sovereignity ," Schoenbrun said.
There is a "route between total
isolationism and total
inter-ventionism, that of
internationalism. And the way to
make peace," he said, "is not to
make war."

TONIGH'I', October 26-8:15 p.m.
Tickets~Adults .$2.00, Students $1.50

Tel.-277·8121

&

lounqe
4110 Edith N.E.

Daily Specials
•

broaklost
• lunch

e

dinn~r

CjR€€K

btnneJ~s

appetizers • dinners
• salads
• . desserts
Servclc! from 5 p.m. on

Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood
Hours: Mon.-ihurs., 7 a.m.-8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat., 7 a,m,·lO p.m.
344·4172 Own or & chef John E. Athans
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Steppenwol£ DOES
Give a Good Show
I think I've d'iscovered why I
hav(• never been able to get
completely enthusiastic about
Steppenwolf. I couldn't dismiss
the persistent belief that they
were good, really good, but their
performances never bore it out.
They never came on as strong as I
thought Steppenwolf should; they
never generated much enthusiasm.
It's because I was looking for
the wrong thing. When I thought
of Steppenwolf, I thought of
"Born To Be Wild," "Rock Me,"
"Monster," "Magic Carpet Ride."
Those are their big hiLs, and they
are hard-hitting, pounding,
"heavy" songs, so it's really only
natural that that's how one thinks
of the group. That's the frame of
reference I had when seeing them
perform live twice before, and
that's why I was disappointed
both times,
And I know I'm not alone in
that situation. All I heard, when
asking people if they were going
to Saturday's concert, was how
bad their performance was the last
time they were here, and the time
before that, "Steppenwolf just
doesn't put on a good show," was
the usual comment.
I got nothing but negative
reactions. Yet Saturday night's
show was almost a sell-out, except
for the area behind the stage. Why
do I, and all those other people,
keep coming back if they keep
getting disappointed?
Part of the reason may be that
Albuquerque is so starved for live
rock entertainment that people
will go to anything. But at $4 a
ticket, minimum price, I don't
think that's the whole

explanation. I think many people
feel as I did, that they know
something's there-so many
people keep saying how good
Steppenwolf is. there must be
something to ·it-and by gosh
they're going to keep going back
until they either get into it or
become finally convinced that
they're a big shuck.
I got into it Saturday, really
appreciated them for the first
time, because I listened for the
music rather than the sound. I
stopped waiting for them to hit
me over the head like a ton of
bricks. (But most people are still
looking for that, as evidenced by
Saturday night's crowd when they
came to life for the only time a
the beginning of "Born To Be
Wild,") I gave a little, opened up,
and hear that distortion and a
million watts aren't really their
bag. They are five individually
excellent musicians, and, more
importantly, as a group project a
cohesive sound that is much more
than the sum of the five parts.
Steppenwolf doesn't compare
to the Jefferson Airplane, but I
think listening to them as one
might to the Airplane, rather
than, say, Led Zeppelin or the
Who, will allow you to appreciate
them. The volume Saturday night
was rather low, lower for
Steppenwolf than for the local
group who preceded them
(Earth), and that was one of the
reasons they again failed to
generate much enthusiasm. But
for me, the rather low-key tone of
the performance more easily
allowed me to pay more attention

Kent State Professor
Criticizes Jury Report
KENT, Ohio (UPI)- Defying
court officials to hold him in
contempt, a Kent State University
professor Sunday criticized a
special grand jury report on
disorders at his school last spring.
He said the report contained
"naive and stupid conclusions."
Glenn Frank, a geology
professor at KSU for 17 years,
issued his statement in response to
comments by Seabury H. Ford,
one of three special prosecutors
who conducted the grand jury
investigation.
Ford and Frank were quoted in
an article published in the Akron
Beacon Journal.
Frank said he spoke " ••. in
contempt of court, in contempt
of the naive and stupid
conclusions of the special (Portage
County) grand jury, and
specifically as to their reasons for
the May 4 disturbances."
The grand jury indicted 25
persons in connection with the
May disorders which ended when
Ohio National Guardsmen opened
fire at anti-war demonstrators,
killing four students.
The grand jury did not indict
any guardsmen, saying they fired
in "self-defense."
The permissive attitude of the
university to a large extent was
responsible for the disordel's and
slayings, the jury said.
Ford told UPI Sunday "I was
misquoted " referring to the
'
newspaper which
reported he smd
the national guard should have
"shot all troublemakers" during
the disorders.
Ford was quoted as saying "I
think the whole damn country is
not going to quiet down until the
police are ordered to shoot to
kill."
'fhe article also quoted the
68-year-old prosecuto1• as saying
"There is .no question that those
boys (national guardsmen) would
have been killed . . . if they had
not turned around and fired."
Those taking part in the grand
jury investigation were forbidden
by Portage County Common Pleas
Judge Edwin Jones from "making

extrajudicial statements (and
from) participating in interviews
and from making statements for
publicity referring to (the) grand
jury, its activities and related
proceedings."
Later, Jones prohibited
"interested parties" and KSU
President Robert I. White from
criticizing the grand jury report.
Frank had testified before the
grand jury and Ford had assisted
in its investigation.
Jones had ''no comment" when
asked if contempt charges may be
filed against either Ford or Frank,
or both.
Frank said he issued the
statements because "someone
must sacrifice himself."
14 of the 25 persons indicted
have been arrested and posted
bond. Sheriff's deputit>s were
seeking the others charged.
The grand jury charges ranged
from first-degree rioting to
interfering with a fireman at the
scene of a fire.
"I have spent 17 years teaching
college student geology, a lust for
life and respect for our law and
our system," Frank said. He
criticized Ford ". , . for his lack of
understanding.

to the essence of the music being
laid down, and it was beautiful.
I left the concert feeling very
satisfied with what I had heard,
and with a totally new outlook on
Steppenwolf, one for which I
guess I had been looking for quite
a while.
Michael Blake interviewed John
Kay before the concert, and we'll
have a story on that soon, so I
won't duplicate efforts by going
into the political aspects of Kay's
songs, It's all there in the lyrics.
The important thing is that the
sound system was well enough

th~~e~~~===~~~~~~~~~::,

balanced Saturday so that
words were intelligible most of
the time.
Their bass player is new and the
lead guitar player has been with
them only a year, but even when
they did the early songs you'd
swear these were all the same guys
who were in on the creation of
them. Not every note was an
exact duplication of what's on the
albums, but the spirit of it was
precisely the same. It was pure
Steppenwolf, uncompromised,
and I loved it.
Charles Andrews
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No matter how long or how
short your eyelashes are, they
can only improve with Maybelline
Ultra Lash Mascara. Because Ultra
Lash lengthens and thickens each
lash with every stroke. It works
with a special formula hidden deep
inside the brush that comes out
only when it strokes your lash.
Ultra Lash darkens and
curls lashes. Separates them, too.
No matting. No messy flbers.
So why settle for long when you
can have long, longer ... longest
lashes with Ultra Lash Mascara
from Maybelline.

One Religion of Bro~herhoocl
16 GARDEN STREET
CAMBRIDG!l, MASSACHUSETTS
02138

.................... ....... . .
~

kopy kor1,er

High Spcocl XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
ofhor location• in Win rock Center,
ING National
SIMMS
BUILD
Building & 120 Madeira NE
• 247-4406

The Young Republicans Club of
the UNM announces a MOCK
ELECTION to be held on Wednesday, Oct. 28 co-sponsored
by the Young Democrats. Candidates for U.S. Senator, Governor and U.S. Congress will be
listed on the ballot.

From long to longest

.

11: YOU PRE!=ER INCLUSIVE
ONE RELIGION OF
BROTHERHOOD
TO SECTARIANISM WHICH
Ki:EPS RELIGIOUS PEOPLE
SEGREGATED lNTO SECTS,
WHY NOT SEND FOR AN
EMBLEM LAPEL PIN?
THERE IS NO CHARGE.

MOCK
ELECTIONS

makc.up 1 yet sensibly pricccl.

............................... ~.-.o.J
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Woffpack Serious About This
By PAUL FLECK
40·yard kickoff return by Mike
The Lobos are continuing to Leake. The return gave the
show the WAC that they are Cowboys position and they
interested in the football covered 56 yards in nine plays.
championship. They took a solid Scott Freeman, who inherited the
17-7 victory over the Wyoming q u ar~erbacking duties f~r
Cowboys Saturday and have -vyyommg when they lost the1r
boosted their season record to f1rst two quarterbacks, scored the
4-2, including two for two in the touchdown with a fine effort on a
conference.
three-yard run. Freeman did not
The Lobo defense has been start th~ game, but replaced
looking better every game and sophomore Grey Gagne when the
now it may be ready to going got rough. Gagne .was
compliment the strong offense. making his first varsity start
The defense grudging allowed the because he is listed as a better
Wyoming team a mere 239 yards passer than Freeman.
The second half was a battle of
total offense while the Sam
Scarber·led offense was racking up the defenses with only three
points being scored in the
429 yards, 370 rushing.
The Wolfpack had the statistics duration. Hartshorne accounted
to have hit 30-plus points for the three points with his sixth
Saturday, and now have one more straight field goal of the season
defect to iron out-scoring after (and 11th over two years).
sustained drives. The Wolfpack Hartshorne's kick came from 25
was within striking distance on yards out. Later in the game Joe
many occasions, but again were saw his string broken when
the victims of three costly another attempt from 29 yards
away fell just short after the
fumbles.
Right after the opening kickoff, soccer-style kicker got under the
the Lobos marched right in for a kick.
The Cowboys took advantage
score, covering the 80 yards in 10
plays, capped by a three-yard of their first possession of the
scoring plunge by Sam Scarber. second half to drive deep into
The Lobos marched up the field Lobo territory. At the time a
all afternoon, but were only able touchdown would have tied the
to score one more touchdown and game, but the Lobo defense rose
to the occasion and forced the
a field goal.
The Lobos made it 14-0 with Cowboys to attempt a field goal.
just under four minutes left in the Then in the big play of the game,
half. This time it came on a Rodney Wallace crashed through
73-yard drive and again it was big the Cowboy line and blocked the
Sam who made the TD plunge. 44-yard attempt by All-American
Joe Hartshorne kicked his second kicker Bob Jacobs.
Sam Scarber hiked his rushing
extra point of the day.
The Cowboys only score of the average up to the 100 -yard -pergame, which came seconds before game mark with 132 yards in 23
the half-ending gun, was set up by carries. His two touchdowns give

him 42 points for the year. Sam's
yardage came the usual way-up
the middle and carrying an
opponent or two with him.
Rocky Long also had a fine day
rushing. Long hit the lOO-yard
mark again with 109 , and added
three pass completions good for
59 yards
·
The other two Lobo backs also
turned in their usual fine·
performances: Fred Henry rushing
for 70 yards in only 12 carries,
and Nate McCall with 56 yards in
10. McCall could have doubled
those figures in the third quarter
when he had a clear field ahead of
him but mishandled the pitch
from Long on an option play.
Herman Fredenberg and
Houston Ross were the standouts
on defense. Fredenberg was in on
nine tackles and made a diving
interception while Ross was in on
11 stops and also broke up three

Arizona State
New Mexico
Utah
Arizona
Texas-El Paso
Wyoming
Brigham Young
Colorado State
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3
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2
1

Pet.
1.000
.667
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.600
.500
.167
. 286

3
2

3
5
5
6

Sam Scm·ber
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University of Illinois officials
have announced that coach Jim
Valek will be retained for at least
the remainder of the season.
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Utes Win; ASU Contains Craigo
Sports staffers Roger Ruvolo
and Andy Garmezy gained a game
on news staffers Don Burge and
Michael Blake as the last half of
the predictions season (football
season) moves into full force.
Ruvolo and Garmezy went 4-1
each on the predictions for this
week's games, all played last
Saturday. Sports editor Paul Fleck
is still the predictions board
doormat with a 21-13 mark, but

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

Repair & :\faintcnancc
on all foreign cars

'Joreign Car Specialists

Central at Universily

333 Wyoming Blvd. ;-.;E

265-590 I

Free Estimates

the story is nrver fully told until
the end.
The predictors only differed on
one game, that being the Arizona
game with Utah in Salt Lake City,
which Utah won, 24·0. That game
is where Ruvolo and Garmezy,
predicting correctly, gained on
Burge and Blake. Fleck also chose
Arizona. The game, played in a
Salt Lake snowstorm, was capped
by two fourth quart<'r Ute
touchdowns, both on Arizona
offensive errors. In Uw total
offense category, Utah piled up
425 yards while Arizona got but
70.
Everyone followed suit in th(•
following games: N cw Mexico
beat Wyoming, 17-7 Saturday
afternoon, while in anothrr
afternoon game West Virginia
took a home victory over
Colorado State, 2"1-21. Arizona
State beat Texas-E) Paso as
expected, 42-13. Brigham Young
surprised everyone in beating
independent Utah State, 27-20.
New Mexico used the hard
running of fullback Sam Scarber
and the tricky option of
quarterback Rocky Long to beat
Wyoming in Laramie, 17-7, before
16,000 fans. Scm·ber gained 132
yards in 23 carries to qualify him
for the number one slot in the top
ten WAC rushing stats. Long
rushed for over 100 yards in 26
carries and Joe Hartshorne, the
soccer style Lobo kicker, made
good on one of the two field goal
attempts in the windy stadium,
this one a 26-yard hoot.
Colorado State halfback Jake
Green tried to inspire his Rams
into the winning groove Saturday
afternoon in Morgantown, W.Va.,
in returning a West Virginia

ASU came right back driving to
the Wolfpup 19 yard line before
the. UNM frosh deft>nse jelled, the
Sun Imps having to settle for a
36-yard field goal by White to
start the second quatter.

in 14 plays. Sun Imp quarterback
keyed the drive with a 33-yard
pass to split end Noble on a third
down play. Green then scored
ft·om the two followed by White's
conversion giving the Sun Imps a
10-7 lead.
Both teams exchanged drives
The Wolfpups scored their final
with little success before half, as touchdown in the fourth quarter
the 'Pups were stopped at the as they moved 80 yards on the
ASU 27 and ASU was halted on ground Quarterbacks Eckl and
the New Mexico four yard line. Bruce Boone led the final drive
Whet·e they missed a 15-yard field with gains of 33 and 15-yards on
goal as the half ended.
keepers with Eckl going the final
ASU opened the second half 11 yards for the TD.
with a 7 5 yard touchdown mm·ch
The 'Pups outrushed ASU 220

kickoff !J7 yards for a touchdown,
but it was all in vain as tlw
Moun taineers stu ved off the
second half CSU surge to tak<> a
2c1·21 win. In a game marked by
328 yards in returns, the Hams
staged a 21-point second half
rally.
Arizona State's tough pass
defPnse held UTEP's star passer
Bill Craigo to but 72 yards in tlw
airways. ASU fit•ld general Joe
Spagnola could not connt•ct on a
scoring toss cilhcr. Tlw Sun Devils
piled up ovt'l' 600 yards total
offt•nse, :JR8 yards aground. The
win advanc!'d thc Sun Devil
n·t~ord to ·1·0 in thc WAC and 6·0
on the sPason, whilc UTEP went
to 2·2 in the WAC and 3·3 on the
st•ason.
Independent Utah State caught
the Lobo predictors off guard, as
they watched BYU field goal
kicl1er Joe Liljenquist turn in two
fourth quarter field goals to make
the 21-20 lead a little more sturdy
for the previously luckless
Cougars. One half of the Lobo
p r<' d ictors chose USU as a
landslide victor, but the final
score of BYU 27, Utah State 20,
indicated anything but a Jandslidl'.
Utah State edged the Cougm·s
in total offense, 332-295 but were
penalized 101 instrumental yards
to keep those yards from making
up an Aggie win.
Burge and Blake still hold down
the first slot in the predictions,
showing 25·9 so far this season,
while Ruvolo and Garmezy gained
a game and are now 24-10. Five
games, including the Lobo·UTEP
tilt in El Paso, will be predicted
for next week. The Lobo
predictions board is now shooting
.698 this season.

CHAMPAIGN, Ill. (UPI)-The
University of Illinois lost a
football game, a football coach,
and maybe a football team
Saturday.
Conch Jim Valek was notified
before the team went on the field
to play No. !•rated Ohio State
that he would be relieved of his
job, by unanimous vote of the
athletic board, as soon as the
The seven-game Round Robin
game E>nded.
Tournament, sponsored by UNM
He told his players before thE> baseball team, drew to a close
game and he said, "They played Saturday with the New Mexico
No. 2 team coming out of it the
inspired football."
only unbeaten team.
They did indeed. Smarting over
The No. 2 team ended the
Valek's dismissal in Lhe middlE' of tourney with a 6·3 victory over
a season which is now 2-"1, the New Mexico State Saturday
Illini ran at the touted Buckeyes aflt•moon, after beating Highlands
from the start and held a Univl.'rsity 11-4 the day before.
New Mt•xico No. 1 and Denver
well-deserved 20·14 halflinw !Pad.
But I h t' Buck(' Y<'S su p(•rior came out of thl• two·day event
manpowl'r finally paid off for fiv1• with 2·1 records, while NMS
sl'l'lllld half tout"hdowns and llwi;· elaim<•d one victory in three tries,
and Highlands was 0-:1.
fifth win without a loss, .fl{-2!l.

The next meet will be Nov. 7,
at UNM.

New Mexico 2
Takes Tourney

I

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892

(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Y<>ars Old
Proof of Age Required

Nqte-S

'ralte QPe
before
·studyiJlS'

Cliff's Notes ... always the right
prescription when you need
help in understanding literature. Prepared by educators.
Easy to use. Titles available now
cover nearly 200 frequently
assigned plays
and novels.

Look
for the
Cliff's Notes "First Aid"
Station wherever.
books are sold. Only $1 each.

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S.W.

Ph, 243·0033

Movie Continuous-Lobby Book
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

' " ' {.0Jfi,..ORATir.D

P. 0. Box 80728,
Lincoln, Nebrasl<a 68501

CLA§§ITFIJ~D

ADVER'"fl§ITNG

5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

CLASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

'

2. Lost & Found
6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

ENCLOSED$-'"'--....---'--
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SERVICES

PRIVATE PILOT FLIGHT COURSE instruction by experienced ~~~.A.A. approved
instructor. This course is uniquely designed to: Complt!te your private pilots.
license at your ronvenicnce.: At n comp](!ta cost nrrang('mcnt without uHidden
Jo;xtras"; Low cost financing through instructor: Additional ground schooJ assiatancc without extrn. eost. uwE ARE JNT~mESTED IN YOUR PROGRESS" For
infornmtion call 256-7657. 10/30
TYPING by experienced professional; reasonable rntos; quick service; 265·6364/Z775323. 10/26

5)

FORSAI,E

1968 HARLEY 74. Mnl<e offer. 242-(1367.
10/30

SCHOOL BUS CAMPER, 31 ft. long, high
ce-illnn-, Good rneehanir.al shape, exC'elJent
tirm, new rlutch. Hot wntcr. shower,
ldt~h~n sink. v,mt r(_lofrt"grntor, stov~ w/
oV(•n, rh{•mical toilet. t('rlining Greyhound RC'ats. t{JC'eps 4. $1750. 7!U 1 !•,airchild Ave. Sl':. 2fo5-R992. 265-8992. 10/27
J9G9vor.lis\vAG~iN"~sQUARRBAck;l,;"
(IX.rPU(lnt C'Ondition: 2j{,000 rniJe:-~: dar1t
hluf."; Jur.-r:at~t~ r:wk;· two r.now tir(';.; and
rim~: r & h: l•Xc><'IIC"nt S:O<i mil<'nt:r and

low tnnintt,nnnf'P cm;t; $1J.Iti0: ('Ontart
Fnth(lr Bill CrC''WA 247-2ti15 (offiC"C) or2fi~ ..fol245 Owmcl. 10/27
PORTABI,.J.;. ZF-;N~rfH m-,,.--:-to_p_•t_or_ro_w-,it.,-h
f;CIJlnrntf! womlgrain _qJl<'Uhtlr.:;--S2:i.OO ot
11<'?-t offt'r. eau !!fl!i-32!'(7. 10/27

l'

(
!

• I
.'

EMPLOYMENT

PART TIME SALES. Good money. Long
hnir ok. Call Stan nt 268-3966. 10/26

PLACED BY-----~---~

.
'
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t

I
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LOST. Lionel Williams and Kenneth Pollacl<. 10/26
i~~Ol.JND. Poem is ~ For~r-!Jcttcr Word,
Professor Knnowitz: Living Batch
Umit~, 2406 Ctnt~l SE. 1;_0.:./2.,.6--=:-=-::-:LOST: CRASH-H E 1. M E T. MITTENS .
South tcJler winclow 1 Amer. Bank Comm •
in SUB. Reward. 2D8-7994.
1-'0UND: PUPPY. Blnok with whito marl<ings on f<'Ct nnd chest. About 10 weeks
old. Cnll 242-8914 or come to 1610 Tijeras
NE. 10/29
REWARD OFFERED for sliderulc lost in
library afternoon of 10/22 on basement
floor. No Questions Asked. Edward E.
Holcomb 268-8966. 10/26

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

DIS'l'RIBUTORSHlPS AVAILABLE: complete line of organic products including
food sUpplements, skin care and nonpoJluting cJt>nnscrs. Also retail snles. 842..
5615 after 5. 10/27

MOCK
ELECTIONS

I'

.

LOST & FOUND

1967 MUSTANG, yellow, good condition.
Ilcst offer. Call 277-2089, 10/26

II

blocks N.W.
2tJ.!hJg86

NEW MEXICO LOBO

2)

PORTABLJoJ STEREO for sale. GE. about
thr~ years o1d. but it sounds pretty good.
(Sounds just like a 100W Fisher when
you're sroncd.) Just ]ayed out $12.50 to
fix a. speaker, _t~o J.'OU b!'tf.<'r npJ>r('("iatc
my Price of $25. 243·0619, Leave mcsa"e for Chuck. 10/26
-·
.c:-:-:'-cc--~-=----19G8 TRIUMPH 500 Trophy, Low mileage,
good condition. $82G or best offer~ Phone
277-3!86. 10/26

TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement

llrench, German, and others , .. )
lunch 1.1 :go-2:30 dinner 5:3o-g:3o

Page 6

CANDLES . sandcast & srentc~ COL?RS
mellow & trippy CANDLES MO l'HWORKS, 107 Mesu SE. 10/30
JUDY, I love you. Really, I do, Tootsie.
Stu. 10/30
INTERESTED IN MEETING girl with
whom l spoke nhout }lhil Ochs. Call
243-1662 between 6-7 pm. 10/26
READ th-;-ec- timl'R i~sier. Raise gradesrut study time. I~VEI,YN WOOD READING DYNAMICS. Class starts Monday,
Oct. 27. 6-9 pm. For information call
266·6761. 10/27
UNM ARTISTS what are you doing 1 Submit your c:rcntions for pub1icntion in the
Thunderbird. Deadline Oct. 30. Rm. 205.
Journalism Bldg. 10/20
THUNDERBIRD~ -]itc;;zy·~--.n-d-ar_t_m-ag-azinc needs fiction. aTt, poetry. etc.
Deadline Oct. 30. Rm. 205 J ournnlism
Bldg.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following duy.

rhin~ mny h(' insp(>{'U'd in warehous(' at
UNITED J••Rr-:JGHT SALES, 3920 San
Mateo NK 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat. until 6.
10/27

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,

2

PERSONALS

R Ngw ZJG ZAG Sewing 1\!achines with
fu]) factory guarantee. NationalJy atlvcr-tiocd brand to be sold for $35 ench.
Monthly payments a\•ailnb1e. Thes~ ma-

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

famous international dishes

1.13 Romero St. N.W.
of Old Town Plaza

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Stanford Sg, !Cathy. I 0 127
1!170 RTERI.;() CONSO:-::I-:.F:::;S:--:C-w-a:-ln-ut-)--,-~
Rlleak('r, $!-!R. Al.;;u stcr('n comt1on£1nt SYBt<>ms comtJh•tr with Garrard rhan~:cr-,
SP£'DkC'rn and tlu~t. rov~r4 J•;xtrn jaelts on
ndtUtionnl t.'l.p(' dcrk. $79.9G or n~onthly
payment•. Unit•d ~·reight Sales. 3920 San
Matoo NE. 9-9 Mon.-Fri. Sat until 6.
10/27

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

A1bq, Chapter #50
P ,0, Box 14144
A1bq, N,M, 87111

RATES: 7c per word, 20 wort! l!'inimum ($1.40) p<r time rup. If nd lS. to
run five or more conaecutwe dnYR wtth
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be ~!lade in
full prior to insertion of a<lvcrbsement.
WHERE: J ournnlism Building. Room
159, nftcrnoons preferably or muil.

Hl7f) HONDA 170 str('(•t hik(~. 842-5832 • .204

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT--~ TIMES STARTING _ __

11

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

1)

UNM captured first place with
a five-game average of 928,
followed by UTEP in second with
a 916 average and Eastern New
Mexico .at Portales with 861.
Representing the Lobos in the
tournament were, Scott Cary, Jim
Gillespie, Steve Derrick, Kevin
Gill and Alan Ht>' re1·a. Herrera
also won the high series trophy.

Then the Illini players pulled Illinois does not have a football
their second big surprise of the team."
day. They went into a private
Valek said he was "absolutely
huddle in their loclcer room and shocked." He asked to talk to the
co-captains Kirk McMillin and team after he received their vote
Doug Dieken came out shortly of confidence. "I'm gratified,'' he
with a statement. It read:
said. "There's only one way I'll
"If Coach Valek is not here fight for the job, and that's if the
Monday coaching the team, players want me."
Victorious Coach Woody Hayes
said the Illini were "red hot," and
added, "If Valek has been fired, I
should be fired, because he
outcoached me. I am very bitter
about this."

If we are participating in higher
education, what must lower
education be like?

ASU
0 3 7 7-17
UNM
7 0 0 7-14
UNM-Eckl 3 run (Young Kick)
ASU-FG White 36
ASU-Green 2 run (White Kick)
UNM-Ecklll run (Young Kick)
ASU-Noble 9 pass from White (White
Kick)

UNM Rec Bowlers Win
UNM's bowling team captured
first place in the eight-team New
Mexico Recreation Collegiate
Bowling Conference's ·opening
meet last Saturday.
The meet held in El Paso was
composed of five-man ·teams
representing New Mexico Military
Institute, West Texas State,
Eastem New Mexico at Roswell,
Eastern New Mexico at Portales,
New Mexico Tech, New Mexico
State, UNM and UTEP.

2 I

yards to 163 but had only
51-yards passing to ASU's 116.
The leading rusher for UNM was
Eckl who had 64 yards in 20
carries, followed by John Brooks
with 54 in 10 carries, and Dave
Titus 44 yards in nine rushes.

Illinois Gridders Resign Today
Unless Fired Coach Reinstated

WAC Roundup

lOc BEER

FUN

n

All
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OKIE'S

FUN

\
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Conference Standings

FUN

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

The UNM Wolfpups suffered
their second straight setback of
the season Saturday losing to the
Arizona State Sun Imps 17·14 at
University Stadium.
The Wolfpups were 1:34 away
from their first victory when ASU
quarterback Danny White passed
nine yards to split end Bob Noble
to give the Sun Imps a touchdown
and the ballgame.
UNM had marched 80 yards in
seven plays to take the lead 14·10
with 6:47 left only to have a 51
yard kickoff return by ASU's
Woodrow Green give the Sun
Imps good field position for their
final drive at the Wolfpup's 49.
Twelv(l plays later ASU scored
the winning touchdown on a pass
from White to Noble. During the
final drive the Sun Imps made
three crucial first downs, two on
third and seven situations, to keep
their drive alive.
The Wolfpups carried a 7-3
advantage into the locker room at
halftime. 'Pup quarterback Larry
Ecld scored from the three, after
leading the team 75 yards the
second time the Lobos had
possession.

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/illllllllllllllllllll
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FUN

ASU Hands Wolfpups Second loss

passes. Jay' Morrison collected his
fifth interception of the season
and Dennis Timpe picked off a
third pass for the Lobo defense.
The loss was Wyoming's fifth
against one victory. The Cowboys
have been the hard·luck team of
the WAC for the last two seasons
when last year racial trouble on
the team led to the expulsion of
14 members of the team. This
year star quarterback Ed
Synakowski drowned in a boating
accident and second string QB
Gary Fox was restricted to
placement holding duties after
receiving head injuries in an early
game.
Next week's game against
UTEP in El Paso may make or
break the Lobos for the season. If
the Wolfpack can get by the
Miners, they have two home
games against Arizona and BYU
before a head-on collision with
Arizona State.

Conference
w L Pet.
4
0
1.000
2
0
1.000
3
1
.750
1
1
.500
2
2
.500
3
.250
1
0
3
.000
3
.000
0

a

as

a

•

'
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Monday, Od.obcr· 26; 1970.

.
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The Young Republicans Club of
tlie UNM -announces a MOCK
ELECTION to be held on Wedhesday, Oct. 28 co-sponsored
by the Young Democrats. Candidates for U.S. Senator, Governor and U.S. Congress will be
listed on the ballot.
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Letters:
Welcome Assistance
To the Editor:
In regard to Linda Slone's
statement in the front page article of
the Oct. 12 issue in The Lobo. She is
speaking solely for herself when she
states, "I resent unasked for help."
We are two handicapped students
who wholeheartedly resent her
statement, and in fact, we welcome
the assistance that students offer us
daily and would hate to think that
her thoughtless words would stop
anyone from offering help! We could
always say, "Thanks, but no
thanks."
Sue R. Deacon
Lydia M. Kaniszewski
Abortion
To the Editor:
I have just read Deanne Stillman's
article, "New Mexico's Abortion
Laws-Are They Adequate?," ~d
wish to comment on it.
I believe this is a remarkably poor
article for any newspaper, especially
one representing our University. My
opinion is based upon the following
facts and opinions:
1) The title question of the article
is never answered. What's worse, the
law isn't explained. What
explanation is given is totally
erroneous: " ... provided she can get
an approval from a hospital board or
a psychiatrist." (The law says
nothing about a psychiatrist; it does
require a hospital board), " ... if
rape or incest was the cause of
pregnancy, it must be proven." (The
law does not require proof, and we
physicians are not generally requiring
it-such proof is impossible to
obtain.) " ... The hospital board
consists of a psychiatrist, an intern
and the head of the obstetrics
department." )This is untrue of the
law, but two-thirds true of BCMC,
whose board is composed of a
psychiatrist, an internist, and· me.)
2) The allegation that the BCMC
board is like the "Spanish
inquisition" is absurd. The board
sees the patient only
exceptionally-it usually acts on her
physician's recommendations. On
those rare occasions that the board
does interview the patient, it is
usually because she or her physician
have doubts about the advisability of
abortion or presence of a legal
indication for abortion. This
interview is conducted with the same
dignity that any patient-doctor
interview would entail. That "Pat"
had to convince us she didn't want
the pregnancy is proper regardless of
laws-I hope no physician would
perform an abortion without being
convinced of its advisability for the
woman.
3) "It's just a formality . . . We
approve most abortions," I am
quoted as saying. This is an out of
context remark from a 45 second
telephone conversation. Planning
things in context, taking the time for
an interview, and understanding the
problems would have 'provided
Stillman with some factual
information and a picture of the
problem which would have
pennitted her some good journalism
in lieu of the remainder of the article
which is principally anecdotal and

"Because a woman's right to
control her own body is severely
curtailed by present abortion laws,
all laws should be repealed.
Abortions, like all other operations,
should be limited to the control of
long-existent medical codes. The law
even with broad interpretation
discriminates against poor people
and imposes on women the religious
beliefs of others."
Furthermore, the law does require
proof if pregnancy was the result of
rape. The law states, " ... to justify
the medical termination of the

hardly addressed to the question,
Now, how about printing another
article and proving the point? New
Mexico's abortion law is inadequate,
unjust and
probably
unconstitutional. Instead of
criticizing us who testified so
strongly to the legislature against this
law, why not be constructive and
inform the people why this law
should be repealed?
Robert A. Munsick, M.D.
(Note: Unfortunately, the
following portion of my article was
cut:

pregnancy, the woman must present
to the speGial hospital board an
affadavit that she has been raped ... ''
There is nothing stated in the law
requiring proof of incest.
The remainder of the article is
principally anecdotal-what's wrong
with that? This is one way of
conveying information. Women who
are confronted with the problem of
unwanted pregnancy are more
interested in reading about
someone's experiences than about
national abortion statistics. Deanne
Stillman.)
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Student Court Rules Senate Lacks Quorum
Lihn Withdraws Request for Temporary Restraining Order

E
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'You Want Us To Put All Our Bombs On The Table?-Bring It In, Mikhailovich!'
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Right On:

New Left Wants

(Editor's Note: The following
column will be run every other week.
"Right On," is written by three
members of the national staff of
Young Americans for Freedom
(YAF). The views in this column, as
with other signed guest editorials or
letters, does not necessarily reflect
the views of The Lobo, the
Associated Students, or the
University.)
By JERRY NORTON
YAF-FCNS
"All Power to the people!"
A wrong-righting rally, rock
festival or rock-throwing isn't
complete today without some
would-be Robespierre chanting that
slogan. Admittedly it contains no
words longer than two syllables,
which places it within the
intellectual reach of most New
Leftists, but one still wonders if they
know what it means.
The average person might be
tempted to say it means majority
political rule, but then, in a race
between Spiro Agnew and Jerry
Rubin it's highly doubtful the latter
would win. The defensive New
Leftist could claim, with this
Military - Industrial- Complex under - every - bed mentality, that
the people don't actually control
nominations and elections. Assuming
that's correct and assuming it was
changed, would the Silent Majority
vote the Cleaver-Rubin ticket?
Doubtful, right? So majority rule is
not what they have in mind.
Maybe what they mean is power
to particular people. We concede, it
would be time consuming to shout
"All power to radical student,s,
radical drop-outs, militant blacks,
poor whites who didn't vote for
Wallace and Dr. Spock," but the
shorter version tends to mislead

those humans who always thought of
themselves as people. Only our
friendly neighborhood New Leftists
knows for sure, of course, who goes
up against the wall and who doesn't.
The sad, truly sad, thing is that
such a hackneyed slogan is typical of
a revolution that is supposed to
represent something radically new.
Revolution after revolution in
history has claimed to act for "the
people," whoever they are, and "the
people" have served as an excuse for
countless acts of savagery and
despotism. When New Left leaders
scream "All power to the people,"
it's evident from their
actions-shouting down speakers
they don't want to hear, blockading
classes they don't want others to
attend-that they mean "all power to
us as the people's self-appointed
representatives, and if the people
don't know what's good for them
they better get out of our way."
Hitler and Stalin were sure they were
doing what was best for "the
people" too.
The substantive part of this slogan
is "all power." The days of Flower
Children and Gentle People are long
gone. Now the New Left wants
power, and that power means
coercion and violence, including
burning, bombing and shooting.
Nothing original about that. When
the Establishment does it, the New
Left says sarcastically that's killing
for peace. Considering that, and ;
considering it was the New Left that
criticized the officer who claimed he
had to destroy the Vietnamese town
in order to save it, one wonders how
the New Left gained a reputation as
being less hypocritical than older
generations. The New Left loves
everyone, except the Middle Class,
Pigs and people over 30. The New

~All

Power'

Left is against war abroad, hut for it
here at home. Napalm is bad, fire
bombs are good. The New Left is for
the people, except when the people
disagr<.>e with it.
The crux of the matter is that to
substitue that New Left for the Old
Establishment would simply mean to
substitute one group of rulers for
another, and if we judged by their
words and actions there is every
reason to believe that far more
people would die because of New
Left repression than died at Kent or
Jackson State.
Would you really prefer "the
people" to have all the power over
your life, power backed by the
coercion of the state, or would you
rather "the people" and the state
lose some of the power they already
have over your life? A much better
slogan, and a much more radical and
original one would be "All power to
the individual." Let neither Mark
Rtrdd nor an Establishment
bureaucrat, but the individual
himself make his own decisions
about his own life.
Canadian Series
The Lobo tomorrow will begin
a series of articles, written by
members of the staffs of the
Canadian University Press (CUP)
and the College Press Service
(CPS). The series deals with
events in Canada, and the
struggle between the Front de
Liberation du Q'uebec (FLQ) and
the Canadian government.
Included will be a history of the
FLQ, an economic analysis by
CUP, an in-depth story about the
War Measures Act in Canada and
a view from trade unionists of
the Trudeau regime. ·

c
D

A request for a temporary restraining order to prevent
the ASUNM Senate from meeting was withdrawn last night
at a Student Court hearing after the court ruled that the
present membership of Senate does not constitute a
quorum.
However a restraining order filed Oct. 12 is still in
effect against all ASUNM elections until Senate "legislates
the procedures and regulations governing all student
elections."
Define Qumum
Senate presently has 14 members. The ASUNM
Constitution sets membership of Senate at 20 and defines
a quorum as "three-fourths of the membership," or 15.
Senate business up until this time has been conducted
under a declaratory statement by Chief Justice Jon Facey
that a quorum consisted of three-fourths of the present
membership of Senate, or 12. However, the court ruling
last night is not retroactive and does not affect Senate
business passed earlier this session.
The restraining order was requested Thursday by
ASUNM Vice President Frank Lihn, Sen. Kerry Sullivan,
and Lou Storm on the grounds that since six senators had
resigned Senate was "no longer duly constituted to
function as a representative body."
Elections Commission
The three plaintiffs originally requested an injunction
against Senate, but changed the request to a temporary
restraining order when Justice Frank Gorham pointed out
an injunction is permanent. A temporary restraining order
is granted to temporarily postpone an action where
immediate irreparable damage could result if the action
were carried out.
A group of Senators planned to contest the request on
the grounds that Senate must meet to pass a new election
code before an election can be held.
However, Lihn pointed out that the Elections
Commission, set up last spring, is no longer a Senate
subcommittee but rather a constitutional body and as
much can rule on matters of procedure, including the
running of elections.
Committee of the Whole
Senate members plan to meet Wednesday night as a
committee of the whole rather than as a legislative body to
discuss a new elections code. Without a quorum they
cannot conduct any official business.
The present Election Code and the elections procedures
outlined in the ASUNM Constitution conflict in several
areas. The Constitution requires candidates to submit
nominating petitions two weeks prior to the election, but
it also states a special election must be called within two
weeks of the resignations of four senators and makes no
special provisions for nominating petitions in the case of a
special election. However, the Election Code requires that
Senate notify the Election Commission 30 days in advance
of an election involving candidates, and defines election to
include special elections.
The order against all ASUNM elections arose from an
earlier restraining order against a special election called to
fill the first four Senate vacancies. A special election was
called earlier this month to fill five vacancies, but because
of Oct. 12 injunction no elections have been held. A sixth
senator has resigned since that time.
The Constitution provides for general elections to fill10
one-year term Senate seats to be held between the tenth
and thirteenth week of the semester.
A number of presidential appointments are pending in
Senate but cannot now be acted upon because without a
quorum Senate can conduct no official business.
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Lobo photo by Mike Rowland

Frank Gorham

Campaign Clearinghouse
Seeks Involved Students
Students who want to take a last
minute stab at electioneering
before the Nov. 3 elections can
work through a campaign
clearinghouse set up by members
of the political science
department staff.
The non-partisan program is
directed Jay Sorenson, a political
science professor, and lets
students schedule canvassing,
leafletting and poll-watching time
with office seekers.
The center also will provide
students with information about
various aspects of political
campaigning: how to research an
issue, where to find the latest.
information about bills and voting
records, how to write press
releases and letters to editors, and
how to draw up position papers.
Participation in political
activities through the center will
be done by students on their own
time. There is no provision at
UNM for suspending the academic
program prior to the election.
Bernalillo County Republican
Chairman John Williams and
Democratic County Chairman
Rudy Ortiz both have

enthusiastically endorsed the idea
of the center. They said they hope
many students will use its services
and participate ih party activities.
Sorenson said an essential part
of the program is its political
neutrality. To ensure neutrality,
the proposal provides for a
committee of impartial members
as well as others representing all
political parties, A constitution is
being drawn up so the center can
be a chartered university
organization.
Student participation in
elections will hopefully lead to
the elimination of
misunderstanding between
students and the community, and
will also lead to increased
participation in politics and
increased political sophistication,
Sorenson said.
Students interested in
participating in the campaign
through the clearinghouse should
contact Sorenson, at 277·5233, or
any member of the political science
department faculty. They may also
contact the Young Republicans or
Young Democrats organizations or
any of the independent political
parties, he said.
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White Hot1se Lowers Election Goal
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In what could indicate a lowering of
President Nixon's campaign goals, the
White House said Monday a Republican
gain of one or two Senate seats "would
be to our advantage"_ although it would
leave the Democrats in control.
Press Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler
reminded newsmen that the President's
political party usually loses about 30
House seats in mid-term elections.
"We'll see how tightly we can close
the gap in tradition," Ziegler said of the
House.
Nixon administration strategists
p1·eviously had talked 'of the GOP
possibly gaining seven Senate seats,
enough to win control, and at least
holding its own in the house. The
Democrats now have a majority in both
houses of Congress.
Nixon is scheduled to make one of his
campaigning stops in Albuquerque this
Saturday to call for the election of

Republican Anderson Carter to the
Senate. Nixon is expected to give a short
address in the University Arena Satuxday
afternoon.
In the Senate, Ziegler said, "A change
of one or two (seats) would be to our
advantage. Most of the major issues have
been decided by one or two votes."
The comments were in response to a
newsman's question as to how Nixon
would evaluate the success of his role in
the campaign.
Ziegler said Nixon was not
campaigning as much as some
Democrats, including Democratic
National Chairman, Lawrence O'Brien.
Ziegler said Nixon's personal
campaigning would total about 22
states. In 1962, he said, President John
F. Kennedy campaigned in 24 cities and
11 states before cancelling further
campaigning because of the Cuban
missile crisis.

"Who knows how much more"
campaigning Kennedy would have done
had the missile crisis not arisen? Ziegler
asked.
Ziegler also indicated Nixon did not
expect GOP victories everywhere he had
campaigned.
"The President is visiting those states
where he feels the (GOP) candidate is
making a good effort and not only those
states where he feels the Republican has
a sure victory," Ziegler said.
He said Nixon -considers the elections
very close with the final two weeks of
campaigning critical to the outcome.
Nixon leaves late Tuesday for a
campaign swing to Florida, Texas,
Illinois, Minnesota, Nebraska,
California, Arizona, Nevada and Utah, as
well as New Mexico.
Ziegler said the President tentatively
planned to wind up his campaigning late
Saturday and stay at the western White
House in San Clemente, Calif., through
next Tuesday, the day of the election.

